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Richard has some useful tips for making full use of the One Touch Settings in
the touch-screen CVP Clavinovas.  

Part 16: One - two - three Touch Settings?
Most of us with high-end Yamaha instruments will know
about the benefits of using One Touch Settings.  For
those who are not familiar with OTS, the principal of the
function is rather simple but very effective.

Davie the newbie

Davie is a newcomer to CVP Clavinova, after spending many
years playing a variety of acoustic and digital pianos.  Despite
his lack of keyboard experience, he's reasonably confident
about playing with styles.  He trusts his CVP-709 to enhance his
performances with appropriate sounds from the OTS function. 

You'll find the four One Touch Setting buttons marked 1-4 on the
right-hand side of the panel of your CVP.  These four buttons
contain four appropriate sounds for every style on the instrument.

When Davie chooses his favourite Latin styles, each of the four
OTS buttons gives him a suitable sound to play Latin music.
His wife occasionally nudges him into playing her beloved
Country music, and then the OTS buttons produce the sounds
of violin, piano, pedal steel guitar and strings (all being great
sounds for playing Country songs).  Let's see what Davie uses
when playing Country music.  In the ‘Country & Blues’ /
‘Modern Country’ category there's a really nice new audio
style called ‘Easy Country Pop’. (Fig.1) 

Since owning his CVP-709, this one has become Mrs. Davie's
favourite.  (Note: Although I’m using this one as an example
the One Touch Settings work in just the same way for every
style.) After choosing the style, press the HOME button to
return to the Home (Main) screen.  Press OTS1 button (right-
hand side of the panel), and the first of the suitable sounds for
this style will appear on the screen. (Fig.2)

In this case the first setting is Pop Grand Piano.  Try OTS
buttons 2-4 and see what other sounds appear.  The sounds
will always be varied but appropriate to the style.  In deference
to the CVP Clavinova being first and foremost a piano, one of
the OTS settings will always provide a suitable piano sound for
the type of music intended to be played with the style. 

1: The Country & Blues / Modern Country category

2: Easy Country Pop - Pop Grand Piano

3: An INFORMATION icon is located at the bottom of the Style page
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Whilst Davie trusts the One Touch Setting feature to provide
appropriate settings for his music he thinks it would be helpful
to be able to get an overview of the sounds held in all the OTS
buttons at once.  Happily, an INFORMATION icon has been
provided at the bottom of the style screen. (Fig.3)

When this is selected the following screen appears. (Fig.4)

As you can see, the content of all four One Touch Setting
buttons is shown on screen... and this allows Davie to see
which sounds are available.  

Looking closer at the screen there's a little more going on than
initially meets the eye.  Whilst the ‘Main’ voices are shown in
black text other voices are shown (in a light grey) in a second
column.  These are ‘Layer’ voices and are intended to be used
when mixing two sounds together in a One Touch Setting.
Most of the Clavinova’s OTS, however, have only one voice -
so what are the Layer voices doing here? 

When only one voice is used in the OTS the Layer voice can
be used as an alternative single voice (instead of mixing the
Main and Layer voices together).   

If we take a look at the One Touch Setting Data screen again
(fig.4) we can see that in OTS1 the ‘Pop Grand’ has ‘Finger
Chorus’ an alternative voice.  In OTS2 the alternate voice is
‘Harmonica’.  Clearly these settings are not made for mixing
together. (As a guitar and harmonica mix would, more than
likely, produce a pretty horrible noise these sounds are
obviously intended to be used separately.) 

How  can  you  access  the  alternate  voices??

Tap the HOME button to return to the Home (Main) screen
illustrated in fig.2.  If you select ‘Layer’ from the screen you'll
see the alternative voice appear in the display. (Fig.5)

(If you play at this time you may hear why the ‘Pop Grand’ and
‘Finger Chorus’ aren't meant to be mixed!)

Now click ‘Main’ in the display.  The ‘Pop Grand’ (or whatever
voice you have as the Main part) will disappear and you'll just
hear the Layer voice. (Fig.6)

Whilst this technique increases the number of button taps, it
does significantly increase the versatility of OTS.  

‘Three Touch Settings’, anyone?

Alex the Tyros convert.

Because the CVP screen only shows active voices, the ‘Home’
screen looks clear and simple.  Davie loves that - and he's
happy with the way it looks and works. 

My old friend Alex, however, likes to see more information on
the screen.  He's been used to a Tyros keyboard where the
Main/Home screen shows much more information - and Alex
finds it frustrating that he can't see the alternative voices all the
time, even if they're not being used.  By changing a setting in
the CVP's menu, though, I’m able to show Alex how he can
have all the voice information on the Home screen by default.

Click the HOME button, then tap the MENU icon located at the
bottom right-hand side of the screen. (Fig.7)

Then, from the MENU page click the right-hand arrow to go to
the second MENU page - and, from this screen, click UTILITY.

4: Style Information - One Touch Setting Data 

5: Main and Layer voices are both shown in the display

6: The ‘Layer’ voice is left in the display when ‘Main’ is switched off.

7: Select the MENU icon from the ‘Home’ page.

8: The MENU - page 1
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In the Utility page tap ‘Display/Touch Screen’. (Fig.9)

Then tap ‘Voice Area’. (Fig.10)

Now tap ‘Show All Parts’. (Fig.11)

When you now click on the ‘Home’ button, the screen shows
all the voice sections, regardless of whether they are on or off.
This is much more like the screen on Tyros looks.  Alex prefers
this, as it's the way he's been used to working. 

The ability to see all available voices encourages Alex to swap
and change Main and Layer voices with confidence.  He's
used to doing this by switching between Right1 and Right2
voices on Tyros.  By using the screen on CVP in the same
manner he now feels very much at home on his Clavinova.

There's no right or wrong here. It's just giving everyone the
option of working in the way they're used to.  Personally I
prefer the simpler HOME screen on CVP - but Alex is far too
big a chap to argue with…

We'll look more at OTS next time, and also at the connection
between Music Finder and OTS. Until then, happy music-
making.

Sad News: Ken Abbott

I’ve just heard about the
passing of one of our finest
friends and enthusiasts, 
Ken Abbott.  Ken was well
known to many Yamaha Club
members.  He was James
Sargeant’s and my ‘3rd Man’
at the Caister festivals and,
latterly, he helped Ian and I on
the stand at the Pakefield
festivals.  He was always
upbeat, happy and
enthusiastic to help fellow
festival-goers with his excellent product knowledge.  There's no
doubt that he took the pressure off all the Yamaha staff at festivals
by being an extra pair of ears and hands.

A telecommunications engineer by trade, Ken threw himself into
the possibilities that Tyros offered.  He used his logical mind to
explore his Tyros, and was passionate about passing his hobby
on to others.  A long-standing customer of Roger Haggarty, he
was always first in the queue for ‘The new one’…

Upon meeting up after a while, he always asked how things were
with us.  When asked how he was, he'd say, “I'm alright”, and
quickly move on the talk proudly about his daughter Jane and her
latest escapades.

Despite being tee-total, he was always first to the bar when he
was with James, Ian Steve, Glyn or I.  He was a regular on the
front row during our presentations, glass of bitter lemon in hand,
laughing at our terrible jokes or ‘conducting the band’ whilst
listening to his favourite tunes.

Ken wasn't always in the best of health, but it never showed.
Rarely without a smile, he endured our friendly teasing with great
grace and mock disapproval.  He took his revenge by constantly
bringing us cups of the mixture of Bovril, engine oil & furniture
polish that masqueraded as coffee in the ‘Bull & Bush’ (Yamaha’s
venue within the Caister holiday camp). 

Ken even came out grinning one lunchtime after James lost his
footing in the servery of the Pakefield canteen - resulting in Ken
being covered as James literally threw his plate (and dinner) all
over him.  His only complaint was that the beef, gravy and chips
had landed on his last remaining clean Yamaha shirt.  What a star!

Ken was a friend to us all.  Always happy to play a tune or two on
his beloved Tyros, and eager to pass on his passion for Yamaha
and playing in general.  Without Ken, the festivals wouldn't have
been quite the same. 

Our thoughts go out to Jane, family and friends.

Sleep well, old friend - Richard Bower. 

9: Select ‘Display/Touch Screen’ from the ‘Utility’ page

10: Select ‘Voice Area’ from the pop-up display

11: Choose ‘Show All Parts’ from the pop-up display

12: The ‘Home’ page now shows more information

Ken Abbott (right) with Roger Hagarty 
when he collected his Tyros5




